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90% of respondents would recommend this to a friend.
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        We recommend checking out our discussion threads on the Phottix Scott Kelby Mitros  TTL Flash and Odin TCU TTL PH80377,
        which address similar problems with connecting and setting up Battery Powered Strobe Kits Phottix.
        


        


        

        
        
      
	
        User manual for the Phottix Scott Kelby Mitros  TTL Flash and Odin TCU TTL PH80377

        The user manual for the Phottix Scott Kelby Mitros  TTL Flash and Odin TCU TTL PH80377 provides
        necessary instructions for the proper use of the product Lighting & Studio  -  Strobe Lighting  -  Battery Powered Strobe Kits.
        


        The Scott Kelby Mitros+ TTL Flash and Odin TCU TTL Flash Trigger Kit for Canon from Phottix features the Mitros+ TTL flash for Canon, the Odin TCU TTL flash trigger, 10" flash softbox with strap, a 36" Double-Small white shoot-through umbrella, Varos II multi-function flash shoe umbrella holder, a 6.6 pound Stay-Put Sandbag II, a 28" gear bag, and a 6.5' 5-section compact light stand. This gives you a wide variety of tools and accessories for advanced off-camera flash photography. 

 The basis of this kit is the Mitros+ flash, which has a guide number of 190' at ISO 100 and 105mm and a built-in Odin transmitter/receiver. This works well with the Odin TCU flash trigger for remote flash control and firing. They work within 4 channels and 3 groups within a range of 328' with a 2.4 GHz frequency. These are specific to Canon cameras with E-TTL / E-TTL II. 

 The 10" softbox and strap lets you diffuse the light of your shoe-mount flash unit. It even has movable inner diffusers for more control and a top vent for bouncing light. There is also a Varos II Multi-Function umbrella holder for mounting a flash to a stand and utilizing the included 36" Double-Small folding white shoot-through umbrella. Additionally, there is a 5-section 6.5' light stand, a 28" gear bag, and a 6.6 pound Stay-Put II sandbag.        
      
	        
        If you own a Phottix battery powered strobe kits and have a user manual in electronic form,
        you can upload it to this website using the link on the right side of the screen. 
        


        You can upload and download the manual for the Phottix Scott Kelby Mitros  TTL Flash and Odin TCU TTL PH80377 in the following formats:
        	*.pdf, *.doc, *.txt, *.jpg - Other formats are unfortunately not supported.


                                
      
	
        Additional parameters of the Phottix Scott Kelby Mitros  TTL Flash and Odin TCU TTL PH80377:
  Specifications
  
 
   	 Mount 	 Shoe 
	 Guide No. 	 190.29' (58 m) ISO100 at 105 mm position 
	 Vari-Power 	 Manual: 1/1 - 1/128 
	 Bounce Head 	 -7° to +90° 
	 Swivel Head 	 360° 
	 Coverage 	 14 mm - 105 mm (Full frame) 
	 Zoom Head 	 Full frame: 24 mm - 105 mm 
	 Off Camera Terminal 	 3.5mm 
	 Recycle Time 	 Approximately 0.1 - 5 seconds 
	 Flash-ready Indicator 	 Yes 
	 Compensation 	 -3 EV to +3 EV (in 1/3 EV steps) 
	 Wireless Operation 	 Method: Optical pulse
Distance: Up to 52.5' / 16.00 m
Method: RF
Distance: Up to 328.08' / 100 m 
	 Wireless Communication Channels 	 4 Channels 
	 Wireless Groups 	 3 Groups 
	 Power Source 	 4x AA Alkaline, Rechargeable NiMH Batteries 
	 Dimensions (WxHxD) 	 8.0 x 3.1 x 2.3" / 20.3 x 7.9 x 5.8 cm 
	 Weight 	 15.06 oz / 427 g (flash unit only) 

 	 Packaging Info 
	 Package Weight 	 10.0 lb 
	 Box Dimensions (LxWxH) 	 29.5 x 8.3 x 6.3" 

 
 
      Product Demo
   
 
 
 
 
 
     
	
        The user manual for the Phottix Scott Kelby Mitros  TTL Flash and Odin TCU TTL PH80377 can be downloaded in .pdf
        format if it did not come with your new battery powered strobe kits, although the seller is
        required to supply one. It is also quite common that customers throw out
        the user manual with the box, or put the CD away somewhere and then can’t find it.
        That’s why we and other Phottix users keep a unique electronic library
        for Phottix battery powered strobe kitss,
        where you can use our link to download the user manual for the Phottix Scott Kelby Mitros  TTL Flash and Odin TCU TTL PH80377.
        


        The user manual lists all of the functions of the Phottix Scott Kelby Mitros  TTL Flash and Odin TCU TTL PH80377, 
        all the basic and advanced features and tells you how to use the battery powered strobe kits.
        The manual also provides troubleshooting for common problems. Even greater
        detail is provided by the service manual, which is not typically shipped with the product,
        but which can often be downloaded from Phottix service.
        


        If you want to help expand our database, you can upload a link to this website
        to download a user manual or service manual, ideally in .pdf format. These pages
        are created by you – users of the Phottix Scott Kelby Mitros  TTL Flash and Odin TCU TTL PH80377. User manuals are also
        available on the Phottix website under Lighting & Studio  -  Strobe Lighting  -  Battery Powered Strobe Kits.
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